Daily Remote Learning

date: 18.01.21

Year: 2

Message from Miss Tyler
Hello everyone, I hope you all had a nice weekend and you are ready for another great week of remote
learning!
Here are your tasks for today. Remember to send in any examples of work or pictures of fun activities to
class email so that they can be shared on the school website and the school twitter account.
Maths
Today our learning skill is, to solve addition and
subtraction problems using pictorial
representation and to know that addition and
subtraction are linked.
Work through the PDF to find out what we mean
by scaled graphs and charts and how they are
used with pictograms and block graphs, then
answer questions about them.

English
Today’s learning skills in English is, to write questions.

Maths fluency
Today I would like you to think about different
combinations using coins to make an amount.
Use coins you have in the house or draw coins to
show me 3 ways to make 20p

Spelling
Please practice spelling this term common exception
words that were sent last week. You may want to
choose a few to focus on or ask an adult to test you.

History
Today our learning skill is to learn about historical
events and to put events in order on a timeline.
Watch the video about The Great Fire of London.

Handwriting
Just like we do in class we need to keep practising
writing the high frequency as they are the most
commonly used words when we write.
Use the sheet below to trace and copy the words.

The Great Fire of London #greatfireoflondon
#thegreatfireoflondon #Londonfire1666 - YouTube

Work through the PDF that I have sent you and
complete the task at the end.
The learning and work is linked to the book that we
looked at this morning, Traction Man.

Using the timeline I sent you, put The Great Fire
of London events in order. You can draw your
own timeline and write out the event or print and
stick them on.
Remember:
- To read each day. This could be a book or on reading eggs.
- To use our every time we write (say it before you write it, capital letters, full stops finger spaces and
spell the 100 high frequency words correctly).
- Use your school planner to help you with your phonics and high frequency words. You could practise
reading the sounds and words or you can use them to help you spell when writing.

